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ABSTRACT 
The structure of the exterior algebra A’R” is studied in low dimensions, and 
consequences are drawn for k-dimensional area-minimizing surfaces in R”. For a 
general form $J E AzR4, Section 3 gives explicit formulas for the comass II$II and the 
face of the Grassmannian exposed by +. Section 4 classifies the faces of the Grassman- 
nian of oriented 3planes in R” and hence the associated geometries of area-minimiz- 
ing surfaces (there are four types). Section 5 establishes an equality involving the 
comass norm in low dimensions and draws implications on when the Cartesian 
product of area-minimizing surfaces is area-minimizing, New examples of area-mini- 
mizing integral currents with singularities follow. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The past several years have shown how much multilinear algebra governs 
area minimization. The structure of the exterior algebra h,R” and its dual 
controls much geometry of area-minimizing surfaces, i.e., compact, k-dimen- 
sional surfaces in R” which minimize area for fixed boundary. One such 
relationship focuses on the shape of the Grassmannian as a submanifold of the 
exterior algebra. 
The faces of the Grassmann~ian and area minimization. The Grassman- 
nian G(k,R”) of oriented k-planes in R” may be viewed as a submanifold of 
the unit sphere in the Euclidean space A,R” 
G( k,R”) c A,R” 
by identifying the k-plane P of oriented orthonormal basis e,, . . , , ek with the 
k-vector e, A . . . A ek. A face of G( k,R”) is defined as the points of contact 
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of G(k,R”) with a hyperplane on one side of G(k,R”). These faces are 
related to area-minimizing surfaces by the following fact: if M is a smooth, 
compact, k-dimensional manifold with boundary in R” and all of the 
k-planes tangent to M lie in a common face of G(k,R”) then M is area-mini- 
mizing (cf. Proposition 2.4). For example, as follows from Wirtinger’s inequal- 
ity (cf. [2, 5.4.191) one face of G(2Z,R2”) consists of all complex l-planes in 
R2”’ z Cm. Consequently, compact portions of complex submanifolds are 
automatically area-minimizing. In this case the hyperplane containing the face 
is a level set of a well-known linear functional on h21R2’“: w’/l! where o is 
the K&ler form. Reese Harvey and Blaine Lawson [6] give several examples 
of such faces and forms, which provide rich families of area-minimizing 
surfaces. 
Results. This paper classifies the faces of the Grassmannian of 3-planes 
in R” (Theorem 4.13). Also, we prove a norm equality (Theorem 5.1) with 
implications on when the Cartesian product of area-minimizing surfaces is 
itself area-minimizing (Theorem 5.2). New examples of area-minimizing in- 
tegral currents with singularities follow. 
1.1. Classification of the Faces of the Grassmunnian G(k, R”) 
The problem of classifying the faces of G( k,R”), suggested by [2, 18.31, 
has been solved only in a few cases. In the trivial cases k = 1 or k = n - 1, the 
Grassmannian G(k,R”) is the unit sphere and the faces are all single points. 
In the case k = 2, classification into [n/2] types follows directly from the 
classical canonical form for an alternating 2-form. Each face of type m E Z, 
1~ m < n/2, consists of those 2-planes which are complex lines in some 
2mdimensional subspace of R” under some orthogonal complex structure. A 
complementary classification holds for the case k = n - 2. For the special 
case k = 2, n = 4, this paper (Sections 3.2-3.4) exhibits explicitly the Grass- 
mannian as a product of spheres Sf,& x Sf,+y isometrically. Formulas are 
given for computing the face associated with a form. The complex exterior 
algebra A 2C 4 is also studied, although the implications for A4R8 are not 
developed here. 
In the case k = 3, n = 6, four types of faces have been known for a few 
years: singletons, doubletons, complex faces, and Special Lagrangian faces 
(see Section 4 for brief descriptions). Theorem 4.13 says there are no others. 
This result, which we proved early in July 1982, was proved independently 
and simultaneously by Jiri Dadok and Reese Harvey [l]. Their proof gives 
explicit algebraic equations for the dual face of forms giving hyperplanes 
through the fixed 3-plane e, A e2 A ea. In completing the writing of this 
paper, the author has had the full benefit of seeing their paper and discussions 
with Harvey. 
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More recently, the case k = 3, n = 7 has been classified by Harvey and 
the author [7]. There are five discrete types and five infinite families of types. 
1.2. Unions of Planes and Area Minimization 
In the study of singularities in area-minimizing surfaces, the following 
question is basic: 
Q UESTION. When is the sum (union allowing multiplicities) of m k-planes 
through the origin in R” area-minimizing? 
(Cf. [lo, Introduction].) A sufficient condition is that the planes lie in a 
common face of the Grassmannian. Our earlier paper [lo] used this approach 
to give a sufficient condition for the sum of two S-planes in R’ to be 
area-minimizing. This paper (Theorem 4.14) completes the analysis and shows 
that m b 3 distinct 3-planes lie on a common face if and only if they are all 
special Lagrangian for some orthogonal complex structure and conjugation on 
R6. 
The question of whether these sufficient conditions are in general neces- 
sary remains open. However, for k = 2 or k = n - 2, Morgan and Julian 
Lander (cf. [ll, Introduction]) have proved the following to be equivalent 
conditions on m k-planes [i,. . , , (,, in R”: 
(1) xtj is area-minimizing; 
(2) the 5 j all lie in a common face of the Grassmannian G( k,R”); 
(3) the tj are all complex planes [or if k is odd, the Cartesian product of a 
fixed oriented line with complex planes] for some orthogonal complex struc- 
ture on R” [or if n is odd, on some (n - l)-dimensional subspace of R”]. 
1.3. Products of Area-Minimizing Surfaces 
Let 9 be some class of k-dimensional surfaces in R” with well-defined 
area and boundary. We call S E 9 area-minimizing if no T E 9’ with the 
same boundary has less area. 
Q UESTION. Is the Cartesian product of two area-minimizing surfaces 
area-minimizing? 
In the class of normal currents of geometric measure theory, with area 
replaced by mass it is sufficient to verify a certain norm equality on the 
exterior algebra, as Herbert Federer pointed out to me. (The normal currents 
defined in [2] constitute a very large class of surfaces, without restriction on 
singularities or topological type. The class includes compact manifolds with 
real multiplicities and integrally weighted averages of such.) 
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The norm in question is the comass norm on the space RkR” of constant- 
coefficient differential k-forms in R”. This comass norm l]+]l is just the 
operator norm of the restriction of $ to the Grassmannian: 
It is sufficient to prove that if + E A’rRnl and IJ E Ak2Rng, then + A $ E 
AkltkzRnltn? satisfies the equality 
II@ A $11 = II911 ll~ll* 
The inequality II+ A #II 2 II911 II44 is t rivial, but the equality has remained an 
open question since posed by Federer [2, 1.8.41. By establishing this equality 
in low dimensions, Section 5 answers the question affirmatively when one of 
the surfaces is of dimension or codimension at most two and when both 
surfaces are of dimension three (or both are of codimension three). 
In the smaller class of oriented manifolds with boundary, or even in the 
class of integral currents, the answer is no in general (cf. [8, 1.21). 
2. THE EXTERIOR ALGEBRA 
In general the definitions and notations of Federer’s treatise [2] are 
employed. 
2.1. The Exterior Algebra and Grassmunnian 
The exterior algebra A,R” (respectively A kC”) is a real (complex) vector 
space of dimension 
i 1 
z . It has a real (Hermitian) inner product . induced by 
the standard inner product on R” (C”), given by z. w = Cx jWj. Associated to 
any orthonormal basis e,, . . . , e, for R” (C”) is the orthonormal basis { ej, 
A ,.. A eir = e ,, jk: j, < . ” < j,} for A,R” ( AkCn). The elements of 
A,R” ( AkCn) are called k-vectors. A k-vector 5 is called simple if it can be 
written as a wedge product of I-vectors: 6 = vi A . . . A ok. 
The Grassmannian G( k, R”) of oriented k-planes in R” may be identified 
with the submanifold of A,R” of unit, simple k-vectors by identifying a 
k-plane with the wedge product of an oriented orthonormal basis for the 
k-plane. The resulting k-vector is independent of the choice of basis for the 
k-plane. 
The situation is a bit more complicated for the Grassmannian G(k,C”) of 
complex k-planes in C”. There is a map from the submanifold of unit, simple 
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k-vectors in A&” to G(k,C”) which carries [ = o1 A . . . A ok to the plane P 
spanned by vi,..., vk, The fiber over P is the circle { e”[}. 
2.2. The Dual Exterior Algebra 
The dual space to R”, A’R”, carries an induced inner product . and norm 
1 I. Associated to any orthonormal basis e,, . . . , e,, for R” is the dual orthonor- 
mal basis e:,..., e,* for AIR”. The dual space to A,R”, AkR”, is isomorphic 
to Ak( A’R”). It has an induced inner product . , norm 1 1, and orthonormal 
basis { eJT jk = e,: A . . . A e,: : j, < . . . < j, }. The elements of AkR” are 
constant-coefficient differential k-forms on R”. For + E hkR”, .$ E A,R”, we 
often write (6, $) for +([). The inner product on A,R” induces an isomor- 
phism 
the form {* is given by (E, {*) = $. 5. 
REMARK. On AkCn, every real linear functional is of the form 
for some [ E A$“. 
2.3. Comuss and the Faces of the Grammannian 
For a form $ E AkR”, the Euclidean norm [$I equals the operator norm of 
@ on A,R”: 
[$I = max{ +([): [ E A,R” and I[[ = l}. 
A second norm ll+ll, called the cumuss, is defined as the operator norm of the 
restriction of r$ to the Grassmannian: 
Clearly II@11 < I$4 Let 
G(G) = {unit, simple t: +(tE) = ll+ll} 
be the maximum points of $ on the Grassmannian. Since G($) consists of the 
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points of contact with the Grassmannian of the hyperplane +(<) = ]]$]], G(+) 
is called the face of the Grassmannian exposed by + The following proposi- 
tion launched the study of faces of the Grassmannian by Harvey and Lawson 
[6]. It gives the relationship between the faces of the Grassmannian and 
area-minimizing surfaces discussed in the introduction. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let M be a smooth, compact, oriented, k-dimensional 
manifold with boundary in R”. Suppose that for some nonzero form + E AkRn, 
all of the tangent planes to M lie in a single face G(G) of the Grassmannian. 
Then no other smooth, compact, oriented manifold with the same boundary 
has less k-dimensional area than M. 
REMARK. This proposition holds more generally for the integral currents 
of geometric measure theory, with unrestricted singularities and topological 
type. By taking 9 to be w’/l!, where w is the Kahler form, in [4] Federer 
presented complex analytic varieties as the first examples of area-minimizing 
surfaces with singularities. More recently this same approach has led to a 
great wealth of different examples (cf. [S]). 
Proof. We may assume ]]+I] = 1. Let N be a smooth, compact, oriented 
manifold with 8N = dM. Since +([) = 1 for each plane [ tangent to M, 
area M = JM+. Since aM = aN and + has constant coefficients, /,U+ = j,\,+. 
Finally, since @([) < 1 for every k-plane 5, j,,,$~ < area N. Therefore area A4 < 
area N. n 
The following lemma has already played a large role in the study of the 
faces of Grassmannians (see [lo, Lemma 41, [l, Lemma 151, [9, Lemma 5.11, 
and [7]). 
LEMMA 2.2 [9, Lemma 5.11. Consider R2*’ with orthonomal basis 
e,, . . . , e,,fi,...,f,. Let 
Then on the Grassmannian G(m,R2m), + has a maximum point of the form 
[(a I,..‘ran,)=(COS aiei +sincri fi)A . . . A (cosa,,,e,, +sinar,,,f,,). (2) 
lf + has only finitely many maxima of form (2), then all of the maxima of + 
are of form (2). 
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LEMMA 2.3 (Canonical form for two m-planes). Given two m-planes 
[_, [+ E G(m,R’“‘), there is an orthonormal basis for R”” such that in the 
notutionof(2) in Lemma 2.2, & =E( - a1 ,..., -a,) and<+=5(a, ,... ,a,,,), 
with O<a,< ... <a,,_,<77/4, (~,,_~<a,,,<7~/2-(~,,_~. The yi-2aj 
are unique and characterize the geometric relationship between the two 
planes. 
Proof sketch. Choose unit vectors vi E <+, wi E <_, to minimize the 
angle yi z 0 between zli and wi. In general, choose unit vectors vj E 5, 
orthogonal to vi (i < j), wj E <_ orthogonal to wi (i < j) to minimize the 
angle y, > 0 between vj and wj. Choose v,,, w, to complete the oriented 
orthonormal bases for 5, and E_. It follows that for i # j, vi and wi are 
orthogonal to both vi and tuj. Now choose an orthonormal basis 
e,, . . . , e,, fi,..,, f,, for R2” with 
vi + wi = /Vi + wilei, vi - wi = lVi - WJfi, 
The conclusions of the lemma hold for this basis. Pairs of planes with the 
same triple of characterizing angles are orthogonally equivalent. n 
2.4. First-Cousin Principle 
Let {” E G( k, R” ). ‘4 first cousin <I of l0 in G( k, R” ) satisfies dim 5;, n {i 
= k - 1 and co. {i = 0. For some orthonormal basis e,, . . . , e,, for R”, co = 
el ,... k and l1 = el k-l,k+l* Restrict I#I E AkRn to G(k,R”)nspan{ J’e, li}. 
The first-cousin prmdiple states that 
if o+(S,)=O, then +({,)=O. 
For example, if + E A2R4 and +(ei,J = 11+11, then +(e,,) = +(ei4) = +(e2a) = 
+(e24)= 0, and $ = ae$ + be,*. 
proof WemaY assume ~o=el,,. ,k, ll=el ,.,., k-l,k+l’ Now 
d 
‘= ~~~~e~,.,.,k~~~“~costek +sintek+l = +w t=O 
3. A2R4 AND R2C4 
n 
The Grassmannian G(2, R4), unlike higher-dimensional Grassmannians, 
has a simple, complete description. It sits inside A,R4 as a product of 
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spheres, S f,& X S I”/&. Moreover, explicit computational formulas give the 
comass of a form @J E A2R4 and the face of the Grassmannian it exposes. 
Analogous results hold over the complex field in R2C4. 
DEFINITION 3.1 The * operator on A2R4 and A2C’). Given an orien- 
tation of R4 by a distinguished unit 4-vector E E A4R4, there is a symmetric 
map * from R2R4 to itself such that 
It is easy to show that *2 is the identity. Therefore * is orthogonal with 
eigenvalues _+ 1. Let P,, P_ I denote the + 1 eigenspaces, so that A2R4 = P, 
(BP-,. Let e,, e2, e3, e, give an orthonormal basis for R4. Then *e12 = e34, 
*e 13 = - e24, etc. An orthonormal basis for P, is given by 
E1 = e12 + e34 , E2 = e13 - e24 ) E, = e14 + e23 ) 
a fi a 
and an orthonormal basis for P-1 is given by 
E, = e12 - e34 
> E,= 
‘13 + e24 
Jz fi 
, E, = e14 - e23 . 
fi 
Given C4 with a distinguished real subspace R4 (or equivalently a 
conjugation on C4) and a distinguished unit 4-vector E E A,R”, the * 
operator on A2R4 extends to a unitary operator on A2C4, satisfying < A q = 
(5. *q)E. The complex spans Q1, Q_ 1 of P,, P_ 1 are the eigenspaces of *. For 
any 
E6A2C4~A2R4, write E=E1+&1, 
with tl~Q1 and ~_,EQ_~. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let 5 E A2R4 or A2C4. The following four conditions 
are all equivalent: 
(1) ,$ is simple; 
(2) E A E = 0; 
(3) ‘$,.s, = 5_1%1; 
(4) for .$ = Cb,E,, by + b,2 + b3” = b; + b”, + hi. 
REMARK. For n > 4, A2R” no longer decomposes into eigenspaces of *, 
since * maps h2R” into A,_,R”. However, condition (2) is still equivalent to 
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simplicity. For h,R”, 2 < k < n - 2, the situation is much more complicated. 
Conditions for simplicity are given by the Pliicker relations. 
Proof. First we show that for 5 E A,R4, 6 is simple if and only if 
4 A 5, = 0. Choose an orthonormal basis e;, eg, e;, ei for R4 to maximize 
E. 4,. By the first cousin principle 2.4, 5. eis = (. ei4 = [. e& = E. ei4 = 0. 
Hence [ = aei2 + be;,, with a > 1 bl. Furthermore 6 is simple if and only if 
b = 0. But E A 5 = Babe;,,,, which vanishes if and only if b = 0. 
Second we show that for [ E A,C4, 5 is simple if and only if < A 5‘ = 0. 
Choose an orthonormal basis eI, Q, e3, c4 for C4 to maximize Re([.el?,), By 
the first cousin principle, Re([ . .s13) = Re([ . e1 A (it,)) = 0, so that [. &13 = 0. 
Similarly [.cL4 = [.eZ3 = [.F~~ = 0. Hence [= ae12 + bEs4, with a 2 jbl. Fur- 
thermore 5 is simple if and only if b = 0. But 5 A [ = 2abE,,,,, which 
vanishes if and only if b = 0. Thus conditions (1) and (2) are equivalent. 
Third, we express E in terms of the basis { Ej } as 5 = CbjEj. Direct 
computation now shows the last three conditions to be equivalent. n 
COROLLARY 3.3. The Grassmunnian G(2,R4) in A,R4 is the product of 
2 spheres, each contained in an eigenspace of the * operator: 
Proof. For any 5 = El + t-l E P,@P_, = h,R4, Proposition 3.2(3) says 
that E is simple if and only if lEll = I[_ 1 1. Hence E is a unit simple 2-vector if 
and only if 1[1j = jE_ll = l/a. n 
A second corollary follows directly from the first. 
COROLLARY 3.4. Let { = {I + .(_1 be a nonzero element of h,R4 = 
P,@P-,. Let G([*)c A,R4 be the points < of the Grassrnannian G(2,R4) 
where (- { is maximum. Then 
G([*)= (&)@I&) otherwise. 
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In any case, 
The dual mass rwrm on A2R4 is given by 
Equality holds if and only if each lj is a nonnegative multiple of tj. Therefore 
G({*) and #‘*II are as asserted. Similarly, given [ E hzR4, for any 5 E AzR4, 
and IlQj is as asserted. n 
REMARK 3.5. If R4 is given the complex structure ie, = e2, ie, = e,, the 
Kahler form ~3 = dx, A dy, + dx, A dy, acts on a 2-vector E by 
(t, o) =&El. 
The two-dimensional sphere of maxima of w in G(2,R4) is the CP’ of 
complex lines in C2. 
PROPOSITION~.~. Let { be a nonxero element of A2C4. Let G({*) be the 
set of unit, simple S-vectors .$ which maximize Re([.{). Zf 15 A 51 = 1{12, 
then G({*) is a round four-dimensional sphere in A,C4. Zf 15 A {I < 1{12, 
then G({*) is a singleton. 
Proof. Choose an orthonormal basis e,, e2, es, e, for C4 to maximize 
Re(l.e,,). As in the proof of Proposition 3.2, 5 = a12e1?, + aa4ez4. Also 
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a i2 2 \a,,\, ai2 is positive, and we may assume as4 is nonnegative by 
multiplying es by a unit complex number. With respect to the basis { Ej } for 
A2C4 (see 3.1) { takes the form a,E, + a,E,, with a, > a4 3 0, al > 0. 
Case 1: l{ A {I = I{[‘. The computations that [ A { = (a; - ui)e1234 and 
I{)2=a~-ta2, ’ Imply that in this case a4 = 0. We may assume 5 = E,. We 
claim that [ = (Lb, Ej E G(E,*) if and only if b, = l/a; b,, b, are pure 
imaginary; b4, b,, b, are real; ad 1b,/‘+ lb,l’ + lb412 + lb,j2 + lb612 = f. 
By Proposition 3.2(4), any such E is a unit, simple 2-vector; also, Re(e,,.E,) 
= I/&. But now let E be any element of G(E,*). By Proposition 3.2(4), 
IhI G lbz12 + IN2 + IhI2 + &A2 + 1~~12 
= 1- lb,12, (1) 
because [ is a unit vector. Hence lb11 < l/a, and 
Re([.E,) = Re b, < lb11 < l/a. (2) 
Furthermore, equality in (2) and (1) implies b, = l/a; b,, b, imaginary; 
b,, b,, b, real. Since E is a unit vector, lb212 + lb,12 + lb412 + lb,12 + lb,12 = i. 
The claim is established, and G(E,*) is a 4dimensional sphere of radius 
l/a. Similarly 5 = Cb,E, E G(E,*) if and only if b,, b,, b, are real; 6, = 
l/d; b,?, b, are pure imaginary; and lb,12 + lb212 + lb,12 + lb,12 + lb61” = i. 
Case2 I5 A ll < 1212, a4 > 0. We may assume { = AE, +(l - h)E,, with 
0 < h < 1. We claim that G({*)= {[a} for to = (E, + E4)/fi. Re(to.{)= 
l/a. But for any unit, simple 2-vector [, 
Equality implies that 5 E G(E:)fl LYE,*)= { 5”). n 
4. CLASSIFICATION OF THE FACES OF THE GRASSMANNIAN 
G(3,R”) 
Theorem 4.8 classifies the faces of G(3,R”) exposed by forms $ E A3R”, 
and thus classifies the associated families of area-minimizing surfaces (cf. 
Introduction and Proposition 2.1). An initial list of examples of such forms 
turns out to be complete. The development uses a canonical form for a form 
$I E A3R” given by Theorem 4.1. 
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4.1. Examples of Forms in A3R6 
For any $I E A3R6, the face G(G) denotes the set of maximum points in 
the Grassmannian G(3,R6) c h,R6. For most 9, G(+) is a singleton and $ is 
called a single form. But other examples have been known for some time. 
4.2. Complex $ 
Let C#J~ = e&s + el*5s = e,* A (J, where w = e& + e&. w is the Kahler form 
on e2sS for the complex structure ie, = e,, ie,5 = e6, and G(o) is the 
two-dimensional sphere of complex e-planes in eZSjfi (cf. Remark 3.5). We 
assert that G(G~) is the two-dimensional sphere e, A G(w). Any $ orthogo- 
nally equivalent to a nonzero multiple of $c is called complex. 
Proof. For any 5 E e, A G(w), $I&,$) = 1. But let [ be any element of 
G(&). Write 
[=(cosOe,+sinOu)A_rl 
with v E G(l,R”), 17 E G(2,R”), and cos 0 as large as possible. Since to 
maximize cos 8, cos Be, + sin0 v is chosen in [ in the direction of gradient 
(ei* 1 E), e, is perpendicular to 17 as well as to v. Hence 
with equality if and only if cos 0 = 1 and 9 E G(w). n 
4.3. Special Lagrangian $I 
In their pioneering paper [6], Harvey and Lawson present a “special 
Lagrangian” form + with a large face G(9) and show that it gives rise to rich 
geometries of area-minimizing surfaces. The form and the face it exposes can 
be presented as follows. Choose a basis for R” and define 
* - 63 = elz3 * - ers - e,,, 2 e4k . 
Identify R" = C3 by taking e, = ie,, ej = ie,, e, = ie,. A 3-plane 6 is called 
special Lagrangian if it is the image of eias under a special unitary map on 
C3. We assert that G(+,) is precisely the set of special Lagrangian planes. 
Any + orthogonally equivalent to a nonzero multiple of Gs is called special 
Lagrangian . 
Proof Any 5 E G(3,R6) is the image of ei2s under a complex linear map 
A of operator norm one. (Map e,, e2, e, to an orthonormal basis for 5, and 
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then extend the map to be complex linear.) Now 
M>=( e~Ae,*Ae,*-e~Aie,*Aie,*--ie~Ae,*Aie,*-ie~Aie,*Ae,~) 
X ( Ae, A Ae, A AeS) 
= Re(detc A) d 1, 
with equality if and only if det, A = 1, i.e., A is special unitary. 
REMARKS. In the nine-dimensional Grassmannian G(3, R”), the special 
Lagrangian planes constitute a five-dimensional submanifold of the six-dimen- 
sional submanifold of Lagrangian planes. Lagrangian planes can be defined as 
images of ei2a under unitary maps. 
4.4. Complex-like + 
For X E [ - 1, l] let 
where &+ and c$_ are the special Lagrangian forms 
43 + = G3 - e156 -* +(c&+e&>. 
If h = f 1, $h is special Lagrangian. For h = 0, & is complex. We assert that 
if 0 < Ihl -C 1, then G(+h) is the two-dimensional sphere G(&). Moreover, 
G(G~,) = G(qb,+ )n G($,_ ). Any C$ orthogonally equivalent to a nonzero 
multiple of some (p,, for 0 -C Ihl < 1 is called complex-like. 
Proof For Jhj < 1, 5 E G(3,R”), 
Equality holds if and only if <EG(+~+)~G(+,_). Hence G(+J~)=G(+~+) 
n G( +I_ ) is independent of X and equals G( &). n 
4.5. Double + 
A form $ E A3R” is called double if G(Q) consists of precisely two 
3-planes. For example, Federer and Fleming gave a short proof in 1960 [5, 
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9.151 that G(e&,, + e&) = { eias, e,,, }. One could ask which pairs of S-planes 
{<i, [a} occur as the maxima G(+) of some form + The answer depends on 
the three angles 0 < 8, < 0, < 0, < 7~ which characterize the geometric rela- 
tionship between the two planes. In this paper it will be proved that { Ei, [a } 
is G(+) for some $ if and only if 6, < 8, + 0,. Furthermore, $ is unique up to 
multiplication by a positive real number. Sufficiency was first proved in [lo]. 
Another proof of necessity appears in [l]. 
The following theorem gives a canonical form for a form $ E A3R6. This 
same theorem leads to results on area-minimizing properties of Cartesian 
products in Section 5. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let + E A3R” with 1/+11 = 1. Then for some orthononnal 
basis e,,...,e, for R6, 
REMARK. Dadok and Harvey [l] prove that a $ of form (1) has comass 
one if and only if max]p j] < 1 and 
Proof. First, choose ei2s E G(3,R”) with $(e,,,) = 1. Second, choose 
e, E eias and es6 E G(2, e,&) to maximize +(e, A es). Third, choose unit 
vectors e, E e& n e&, e2 E eias n et, and es E es6 to maximize $(e4 A e2, A 
es). Finally choose unit vectors es, es so that e1a3 = ei A e, A e,, eSw = es A e,. 
Write 
$ = zaijkeF A e; A e$ (i<j<k). 
By the first choice and the first-cousin principle (Section 2.4), 1 = alz3 > la i jk( 
and alz4 = alz5 = alz6 = als4 = a135 = aIs = a,,, = am5 = a,,, = 0. By the 
second choice and the first-cousin principle, aIs > la345l and aas = a,,, = 
a 14.5 = a146 = 0. By the third choice and the first-cousin principle, as4@ = a24,5 
= 0. Hence + is of form (1) with 1 > pL1 > p2 >, 1p3j, Finally, 
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We state the following simple computation for future reference. The 
notation 5((r) is defined in (2) of Lemma 2.2. 
LEMMA 4.2. Suppose $I E A3R6 is of the form 
and D&(~(a))l,+ = 0. Abbreviate s, = sin&, ci = COS&. Then for {i, j, k} 
= {1,2,3}, 
- ,+&cjck - ,.bisisjsk + p,c,cjsk + /hkC,SjCk = 0. 
(i) 
LEMMA 4.3. Suppose @ E A3R6 of comass one is of the form 
Suppose + attains its maximum on t(P) as in (2) of Lemma 2.2 and on 
E( - P> + E(P). Then 
Zf furthermore {PI, &, &} n( 7r/2)Z f QI, then + is complex, complex-like, 
or special Lagrangian. 
Proof. Write + = +I + c$~, where 
Since @ attains its maximum at <( f j?), 
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and then 
Case 1: {~1,&,/33}~(~/2)Z=0. Then if uj=cos/3jej+sin/3jej+, 
and wj = cosfijej - sin/3jej+3, then { oj, wj : j = 1,2,3} constitutes a basis 
for R”; e(p)= o1 A o2 A u3 and 5( - /3)= wi A w2 A ws. By (l), &(vi A t+ 
A 0s) = &( wi A w2 A wg) = 0. By (2) and the first-cousin principle (Section 
2.4), if 0: is a vector perpendicular to ni in the ei4 plane, &(n: A up A 03) 
=0 and hence $Jwi A v,A vs)=O. Similarly &(vi A w2A u,)=&(v,A 
v2 A w3) = &(q A w2 A w3) = Q2(w1 A v2 A w3) = +( w1 A wg A v3) = 0. 
Since such 3-vectors span A,(e,,)~A,(e,,)~A,(e,,), we have Gz = 0. 
Case 2: { &, &, &} n(77/2)Z z 0. We may assume PI E (r/2)2. BY 
replacing e, with - e, or e, with - e, if necessary, we may assume 
pi E (0, - r/2}. If /3i = - ?r/2, rotation of the ei4 plane through r/2 
radians and of the ez5 plane through 7r/2 radians replaces <( /3) with <( p’), 
where 
and replaces <( - p) = 5( - Pi - T, - Pa - r, - Ps) with E( - P’). Hence we 
may assume pi = 0. Next, by replacing e2 with - e2 or e5 with - es if 
necessary, we may assume 0 < /?a 6 7r/2, and similarly that 0 G P:r G r/2. 
Since 1\+11 = 1, 




Hence the chain of inequalities must be equalities and & = &. Since by 
hypothesis .$‘( - /3) # t( fi), j3, = & @ {0,7r/2}. Now the chain of equalities 
implies pa = pi = 1. Hence $(e,,,) = 1. By the first-cousin principle (Section 
2.4) p4 = pLs = pa = p, = 0. By the critical-point equation (i = 1) of Lemma 
4.2 at E(P), P:~ = - pLz. Hence (p is complex, complex-like, or special 
Lagrangian. n 
LEMMA~.~. Suppose o c a1 G a2 6 IT/J, a2 6 a3 G r/2 - a2. Then there 
is a unique @a of the form 
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with critical points [( f a), and none of the form 
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Proof, A straightforward computation shows the determinant of the 
critical-point system in Lemma 4.2 for the three unknowns pl, pLz, p3 to be 
s1s2s3( cl” + c; + c3” - 1) > 0, for any constant PO. (If pLg = 0, p1 = pL2 = p3 = 
0.) n 
LEMMA 4.5. Suppose 
of comass one has critical points [(a), 5(S) with 
5(S)@ {e,,, -e123,e156, -els,e426, -e4,04,, -e4531 (A) 
or if 
[(a) and [( 13) are both maxima of 9, 09 
then QB is special Lagrangian. 
Proof. Case (A): Rotation of the e2s plane through 7~/2 radians and of 
the e,, plane through 71/2 radians replaces &a) by [(a’), where 
a’=(q,a2+7r/2,ffg + 77/z), 
replaces <( - CX) = [( - (Ye, - a2 - v, - a3 - n) by 5( - a’), replaces 5(S) by 
[(a’), where 
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and replaces (P~,P~,P~,P~) by (P~,P~, --p3, - p2). BY using such a rota- 
tion in two of the three planes ei4, e25, es,, we may assume 
{~,,~s,~,}~~z=~, 
in addition to the hypothesis (2). For 5( /3) with { Pi, P2, &} n TZ = 0, define 
Kl = COt&,COt&, K2 = COt&COt&, K3 = Cot ,bl Cot &. 
The critical-point system of Lemma 4.2 for t(P) becomes 
-P0 P3 
P3 -Po (3) 
112 Pl 
provide distinct solutions, the determinant of the system 
is a linear combination of two of the columns, say the last 
two. Therefokr3 ’ 
-PLO P3 P2 
o= P3 -Po Pl 
P2 Pl -IJo 
Pl P3 p2l 
o= P2 -PO Pl = Pl( &I - 11; + & + 84 +%oPzP3. (5) 
P3 Pl - PO 
Subtracting pi times (5) from p0 times (4) yields 
(c120--~)(--~-~:.+~~+~23)=0. 
If p. = k pl, then by (4), O=P~(P~ k~~)~. Hence either p2 = T p3, or 
p. = pl = 0, which by (3) implies p2 = T p3. If p. f f pl, then 
P?j+!-G=&+&* (6) 
Now (4) implies that ~l(~o~l + psp3) = 0, and (5) implies that PO(E"OP~ + 
p2p3) = 0. Since PO Z f Pl, 
~Ok+~2~3="* (7) 
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Multiplying (6) by & and substituting - pzp3 for pop1 yields (& - &)(P: 
-&)=O, Hence pO=+pLe or p.,=kps. It follows that ~i=Tp, or 
pi = ‘F p2, by (7) if pa f 0 or by (6) if pElo = 0. 
In any case, for some {i, j, k} = {1,2,3), pi = +/A,, and I_lj = T pk. 
Hence + is complex, complex-like, or special Lagrangian. The hypotheses on 
(Y rule out the first two possibilities. 
Case (B): By case A, we may assume 
t( 8) E ( elz3, - elz3, e156, - eljg 2 e4,6) - e4,6) e453 t - e453 }a 
By using a rotation by r/2 radians in two of the three planes ei4, ez5, es6 if 
necessary, as in the proof of case (A), we may assume t(S) = t- e1s3. By 
replacing 9 with - + and (a,, (us, (Ye) with (ai + 7~, QL~ + 7~, a3 + r), if neces- 
sary, we may assume S(S) = ei=. By replacing two of the LY; with q + 7 if 
necessary, which does not alter <(a) or <( - a), we may assume that the sin QL, 
are all positive or all negative. By replacing (Y with - (Y if necessary, we may 
assume the sin q are all positive. By permuting the planes er4, eo5, e,, if 
necessary, we may assume 
Now rotation by a,/2 radians in the er4 plane, by a,/2 radians in the ezs 
plane, and by ‘~a/2 radians in the ea6: plane replaces (Y, - (Y, 6,~ with 
6’ = 3a/2, - (Y’ = - (Y/Z, (Y’ = a/2, 9’. By Lemma 4.3, +’ is of form (1). 
Hence by case (A) we may assume 
Ci(3a/2) E { elB, - elz3, e156, - elsy e4,, 1 - e4,, , e453 2 - e4, 1. 
Under the assumption (8), it follows that 
Since @ has comass 1, we have /piI= I+(e,,,)l Q 1, IP~I= l$(e426)l G 1, and 
lp31 = lG(e453>l d 1. Since 86) = e123 and E(cw) are maxima of +, then ~a = 1 
and ~([(a)) = 1. If LY = (2~/3,2~/3,2~/3), 
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which implies that p1 = p2 = p3 = - 1. If 0~ = (r/3, ~/3,2~/3), 
which implies that pi = ps = - p3 = 1. In either case, $I is special Lagrangian. 
n 
PROPOSITION 4.6. Let 
For a E A, let & be as in Lemma 4.4. Then in each component of A, either 
t(a) E G(h) for all a, (1) 
5(4 E G(@L,> for no a. (2) 
The same result holds for - & 
Proof. Suppose (Y in case (1) and /3 in case (2) are connected by a 
smooth curve. Let y be the last point on the curve in case (l), and let E be 
any point past y. Let t(S) be a maximum point of $, and apply Lemma 4.5. 
If (A) of the lemma holds, then $I~ is special Lagrangian, and hence es = .si + e2, 
a contradiction. Therefore (A) does not hold. Now a compactness argument 
shows that $J~ has a maximum point in { eias, - e1s3,e156, - eis6,e4s6, - 
e426 y e4, l - e453 }. (B) of Lemma 4.5 implies $+ is special Lagrangian, and 
hence y3 = yr + y2, a contradktion. n 
PROPOSITION 4.7. Let [+, t_ be two 3-plunes in R” with characteriz- 
ing angles 0 -C y1 < yz < y3 < T as in Lemma 2.3. 
(1) Zf y3 < y1 + yz, there is a nonzero + with {[+, [- } C G($). $ is 
unique up to multiples. G( $) = { [+, C- }. 
(2) Zf y3 > y1 + yz, there is rw nonzero + with { [+, t_ } c G(q). 
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Proof By Lemma 2.3, we may assume 5, = 5(o), 5_ = E( - cu), with 
a = y/2, 0 < (hi < cys < r/4, (~a < (~a < 1r/2 - (us. By Lemmas 4.3 and 4.4, in 
either case (1) or (2), any such + must be a multiple of rja. Next we establish 
existence in case (1). Since (cf. Section 4.5) el*23 + e& attains its maximum on 
&7r/2,71/2,7r/2) and .$(O,O,O), rotation through - m/4 in the ei4, eS5, and 
es6 planes produces a r$ which attains its maximum on [(r/4, r/4, r/4) and 
[( - r/4, - r/4, - n/4). Existence in general follows from Proposition 4.6. 
If (2) fails, Proposition 4.6 and a compactness argument produce a nonzero 9 
with maxima $‘i = <(O,O, r/2) and t2 = <(O,O, - v/2), which is impossible, 
since <r = - &. n 
THEOREM 4.8 (Classification of the faces of the Grassmannian of oriented 
three-planes in R6). Each face G(G) of G(3,R6) exposed by a nonzero form 
$J E A3R6 is of one of the following five types: 
I. Singleton. The face G(G) = { 6) is a single 3-pLzne. 
II. Doubleton. The face G(9) consists of a pair of 3-pkznes. A pair 
{E1A2) is G(+) f or some 9 if and only if the angles 0 6 y1 < yz < y3 < 7~ of 
Lemma 2.3 which characterize the geometric relationship between .$‘1 and Ez 
satisfy y3 < y1 + yz. For such a pair, + is unique up to multiples. 
III. Complex. For some isomorphism R6 z R’ XR4 XR1, for some or- 
thogonal complex structure on R4 s C’, the face G(q) = Ri x ( complex lines 
in C”}X{O}. The face G($) is a round two-dimensional sphere. 
IV. Special Lagrangian. For some orthogonal complex structure and 
conjugation on R ‘, G(9) is the five-dimensional s&manifold of special 
Lagrangian planes (cf. Section 4.3). 
Every complex face is contained in a special Lagrangian face, but the 
doubletons and special Lagrangian faces are maximal. 
Proof Let @ E A3R6. We may assume that 11$11= 1.By Theorem 4.6, we 
may assume 
e,,@ = e,,h$ = e,,A+ = 0. 
If $ has a unique maximum, we are done. Otherwise, by Lemma 2.2, + has 
two maxima of the form [(a), t(p), By rotating coordinates in the planes 
er4, es,, eas, switching the planes, and adding n to pairs of angles, we may 
assume p = - (Y, 0 < (pi < CQ, < r/4, and CY~ < (~a < ?r/2 - 01~. Then y = 20~. 
By Proposition 4.7, (~a < (pi + (us, and if a3 < (pi + (us, then + is a double and 
G($) is maximal. Finally, suppose a3 = LYE + (~a. If (pi > 0, by Lemma 4.4 $ is 
special Lagrangian. If ai = 0, by Lemma 4.3 $J is special Lagrangian, 
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complex, or complex-like. In the last two cases, it follows from Sections 4.2 
and 4.4 that G(G) is as described by III and that G(4) is contained in a 
special Lagrangian face. As the highestdimensional faces, the special 
Lagrangian faces are of course maximal. H 
THEOREM 4.9. 
(A) A pair of 3-planes with characterizing angles 0 < y1 < yz < y3 (cf. 
Lemma 2.3) belong to a common face G(4) of G(3,R6) if and only if 
Y3 < Yl+Yz. 
(B) A set of m 3-planes for m > 3 belong to a common G(4) if and only 
if they are simultaneously special Lagrangian for some orthogonal complex 
structure and conjugation on R”. In particular, the characterizing angles 
relating each pair must satisfy y3 = y1 + yz. 
Proof. The first statement follows from Proposition 4.7 and from a 
compactness argument to cover the case yr = 0 or ys = yr + y2. If m > 3 
3-planes belong to a common G(4), it follows by Theorem 4.8 that G(4) is 
complex or special Lagrangian. In either case, G(4) c G(4,) for a special 
Lagrangian form 4s. By Proposition 4.7, each pair has characterizing angles 
satisfying ys = yi + y2. n 
5. AREA-MINIMIZING CARTESIAN PRODUCTS 
The following theorem establishes in low dimensions and codimensions a 
comass equality for Cartesian products. The question of equality is posed in 
[2, LB.41 and remains open in general dimensions. Theorem 5.2 will give a 
consequence on when the Cartesian product of mass-minimizing normal 
currents is itself mass-minimizing. 
THEOREM 5.1. Consider forms 4 E AkRn’, 4 E iZ’R”, for 0 < k < m, 
0~16 n. lf kg2, m- kG2, k=l=3, or m-k= n- 1=3, then the 
product 4 A J/ E Ak+‘Rnltn satisfies the equality 114 A #II = 1141111+11. 
REMARK. Federer points out in [2, 4.1.81 the equivalence of questions 
about the comass of products of forms and about the measure associated with 
Cartesian products of currents. In particular, it follows from Theorem 5.1 that 
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for k, I, m, n as in that theorem, for normal currents S E N,R”, T E N,R”, 
IIS x VI = IISII x IIW 
sXr=SAT ))S x TJJ-almost everywhere. 
Proof. Let P, Q denote the orthogonal projection of R”+” onto R”‘,R”. 
The general inequality II+ A $113 1/c+/] [I$11 and the case k = 0 are trivial. The 
case k = 1 is proved in [2, 1.8.41. 
Case k=2. Let ,$EG(~+I,R”~+~) such that (~,~A~)=I~~A~~I. 
Choose an orthonormal basis e,, . . . , e2+ I for t such that + restricted to the 
2 + Z-space of [ has the form 
ale: A e,* + aze3* A e4* + . . . . 
Then 
II@ A $11 = (i+, 9 * $) 
= +(f+ * e2)#(e3 * . . .)++(e3 A e,)#(e, A eB A e, A ...)+ ... 
=+(Pe,A Pe,)rC/(Qe,A ..v)+ ... 
i II+11 II~II[W’e~l IPeA 1931. . . >+ . . .I 
d ll@Il I~IIV’e~l %.I+ IQ4 IQ4 
W’e311Pe41+ IQe311Qe41)~~~ 
6 II+11 lhll@FiG&m . . . 
G 11~11 11~11~ 
Cusek=Z=3. Let[EG(6,R”‘+“)suchthat(E,@A1C/)=II+A$I/.By 
Theorem 4.1, there is an orthonormal basis el,. .., e, for E such that the 
restriction of + to the 6-space of 6 is the sum of just eight terms: 
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Consequently, the expansion of (el A . . . A e,, + A $) involves just eight 
terms: 
= c(( -l)a+P+y(Pel+~ A pe2+p A Pe3+,,+) 
G 11+11 ll#Il~ { I@+,1 I%+& Ipe~+,l IQed IQ+4 IQe+,I 
:{dLu> = {0>3)} 
= II+11 IIGIIifil (I&l lQei+J+ l&+d IQ4 
< II+II II#lIifi, (IPeiI’ + IQei12)1’2( IPei+s12 + lQei+312)1’z 
= 11911 11+11* 
Remuining cases may be proved by duality as follows. Let E”, E” be unit 
elements of A*R”, A”R”, and let Em+” = E” AE” E Am+“Rmt”. Write 
$I = {JE”‘, # = ~JE”, for 5 E A,_,R”, 9 E A,_,R”. Then 
11~ A J/II= sup{ (5, ({JE~)A @En)) : 4 E G(k + &R”+“)} 
=sup{(D~,0E ,+“) : 5 E G(k + Z,R”‘+“)} 
=sup{(aJ*A 17*) :u~G((m-k)+(n-Z),R”+“)} 
= IIs* A 11*11 
= 115*11 ll~*ll 
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by earlier cases. But 
l~.C*ll= sup{ (5,W”): 5 E G(kR”)} 
=sup{(~,{~E”):~~G(k,R~)) 
Similarly, ]]n*]] = ]]J/]], so that I]+ A #I]= I]$]] ]]$J]] as desired. W 
The following theorem proves that in low dimensions and codimensions, 
in the class of normal currents, the Cartesian product of two mass-minimizing 
surfaces is mass-minimizing, The question remains open in higher dimensions. 
The question has been settled negatively in the class of integral currents by a 
low-dimensional example of Almgren (cf. [8, 1.2]), but remains open in the 
class of flat chains modulo two (cf. [9, 6.11). The proof of the theorem is based 
on results of Federer [3] on the existence of measurable forms dual to 
mass-minimizing normal currents. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let T1 E NkI(R”l) and T, E N,JR”z) be muss-minimizing 
normal currents, with 0 G ki G njS Zf k, 6 2, n1 - k, 6 2, k, = k, = 3, or 
n,-k,=nz-k,=3, then the product T1XT2~Nk,+kS (R”l+““) is mass- 
minimizing. 
REMARK. The following generalization holds for manifolds. The proof 
requires only minor modifications. Let M,, M, be C”, compact Riemannian 
manifolds of dimensions nl, nz. Let Tj E Nk,( Mj) be absolutely (respectively, 
homologically) mass-minimizing normul currents, 0 < kj < nj. Zf k, < 2, n1 
- k, 6 2, k, = k, = 3, or n, - k, = nz - k, = 3, then TI X T2, E Nk,+k,(M1 x 
M,) is absolutely (homologically) mass-minimizing. 
REMARK. Theorem 5.2 produces new examples of area-minimizing in- 
tegral currents with singularities. For instance, the Cartesian product S, X S, 
of any two of the special Lagrangian varieties in R6 presented by R. Harvey 
and B. Lawson in [6, III.31 is an area-minimizing integral current in R”. (All 
of the “calibrated” varieties of [6] automatically minimize mass in the class of 
normal currents.) Actually, these examples can be deduced directly from 
Theorem 5.1. In the language of [6], S, x S, is calibrated by the product 
a1 A (Ye of the special Lagrangian calibrations on the factors of R” XR”. That 
(pi A (Ye has comass one follows immediately from Theorem 5.1. 
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Proof. The idea of the proof is to use closed measurable differential 
forms dual to Tr and T, to obtain a form dual to T, X T,. For a normal 
current the existence of such a form is equivalent to minimizing mass. We 
employ the terminology and results of [2] and [3]. Let K,, K, be large closed 
balls such that spt Tj c Kj c R”J. Let k = k, + k,, n = n, + n2, K = K, X K, 
c R”. Let \k denote the mass integrand. Let rj denote the space Bk,,k R”J of 
boundaries of real flat chains supported in Kj; let I? = B, kR”. On the space 
of normal currents N,,,R”, there are three norms: the mass norm M, the flat 
norm Fk, and a third norm ‘k, defined in [3, 3.81: 
‘Pr(S)=min{M(T):T-SET}. 
Generally ‘k,(S) < FK(S) < M(S), but all three norms coincide if S is mass- 
minimizing. On the dual space of fiat cochains there are dual norms ‘k, 3 F, 
which coincide on closed flat cochains. Finally we mention a norm on the 
space of measurable differential forms: 
The main part of the proof now begins. By [3, 4.10(l)], there are closed 
flat cochains 
with*r(A,)=F(X,.)=l and Xj(Tj)=\kri(Tj)=M(Tj). By [2, 4.1.191, Xj is 
represented by P'"~L K j measurable differential forms $j, $j such that 
for all summable vector fields 5,~ supported in Kj, and 
M(+j)<F(hj)=l. (1) 
Since A j is closed, $j = 0. Let @I be the _tSfn~ K measurable differential k-form 
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To apply [2, 4.1.191 to associate to + a closed flat cochain A, first note that C$ 
is bounded; in fact, by Theorem 5.1 and (1) 
M(+)<I. (2) 
Secondly, note that d+ = 0 weakly, i.e., 
/ 
(div 1, $) d.2’” = o 
K 
for all smooth (k + 1)-vector fields 17 in K, as may be shown by direct 
computation based on the analogous equalities for +r and +2. Hence by [2, 
4.1.191 there is a closed flat cochain X E ZiR” represented by $ such that 
for any summable vector field [ supported in K, and F(h) = M(G) < 1. Next 
we claim that 
In the proof we will use properties of the form ($j), obtained from +j by 
smoothing, as described in [2, 4.1.2,4.1.18] and [3, 4.71. For example, since +j 
is weakly closed, (Q$~), is closed and hence ($Q)~ A(+~)? is closed. By [2, 
4.1.181, Tr x T2 = DEpn~c + d(A?"~q) for some summable vector fields .$, 17 
supported in K. First 
because h is a closed form. Second, by the dominated convergence Theorem, 
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because (+l)p A(&,) is a closed form. Third, with the help of [2, 4.1.81, we 
conclude that X,( TI X T,) = A,( T,)X,(T,). Finally we show that T, x T2 is 
mass-minimizing. Let S be any mass-minimizing normal current with the 
same boundary. Then spt S C K. Since F(X) < 1, it follows that 
M(S) 2 F,(S) b h(S) = h(T, x T,), 
because h is a closed form. But by the choice of A,, A, and [2, 4.1.81, we 
have that 
x(T,X T,) = h(T,h,(T,) = M(T,)M(T,) > M(T, x T,). 
Therefore M(S) > M( Tl X T,), and Tl X T2 is mass-minimizing. n 
T&s work, carried out at M.I.T., was written up while the author was 
visiting assistant professor at Rice University. Partial support came from a 
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